
igniting advocacy for  
mobile service providers

How current customers will fuel 
growth in a maturing market.



executive summary

advocacy increasingly important in a saturated market
With 255 million mobile phone subscribers, mobile service providers are reaching 
saturation levels. Financial growth will depend more on customer retention 
and expansion than on new subscribers. And with high barriers to switching, 
peer recommendations will be the most effective way to gain new customers.

critics and captive relationships plague the category
Mobile service providers have fewer advocates and more critics than any other 
category studied with the exception of retail banks. Saddled with contracts and 
trapped by family plans, consumers often feel stuck, jaded, and noncommittal. 
Many see themselves moving away from their provider.

verizon enjoys more customer recommendations than any other brand 
With the best customer relationships and most advocates, Verizon enjoys the 
most vocal customer base in the category. Operating from a strong foundation 
of “the nation’s most reliable network,” they have higher advocacy than any 
brand we’ve studied.

t-mobile and alltel caught in mediocrity  
While these providers have stronger comparable levels of customer service, 
they are plagued by inconsistent coverage, which offsets the value added to  
the customer. The result is a slightly below-average number of advocates and  
a higher-than-average number of customers moving away from the brands.

at&t: growing, innovating, but not wowing the customer
With the addition of Cingular’s younger customer base and the  
introduction of the game-changing Apple iPhone, many would think  
that AT&T would have some of the highest advocacy scores in the  
category. Unfortunately, it wasn’t enough to offset poor actions in  
other basic areas of their customer relationships.

virgin mobile is rediscovering its niche
As larger companies copied their pay-as-you-go model and provided 
additional data services, more innovative phones, and less expensive  
family plans, Virgin Mobile has struggled to reinvent itself. Their customer 
relationships have lost momentum, but the brand is exploring some 
promising ways to right the relationships and gain advocates.

growing advocacy 
To gain advocates necessary for financial growth, wireless providers  
will need to: 1) continually add value and build momentum throughout  
the life of the contract; 2) place a higher priority on customer service  
and conflict resolution to reduce brand critics; and 3) transform the retail 
environment from a sales-focused experience to an experience that  
includes experimentation, education, and expertise.
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The 22squared Friendship Model Research is a tool that:

1)  Measures advocacy levels and ratios within a brand’s  
customer base

2)  Evaluates the health and nature of the brand’s  
customer relationships

3)  Assesses brand performance on actions that drive advocacy
4)  Predicts changes in advocacy levels in accordance with  

changes in performance

We measure advocacy in a unique way that takes into account 
both the customer’s behavior (recommendations or critiques) and 
the customer’s attitude (commitment to the brand’s success or 
failure). In partnership with Karl Schmidt, founder of the research 
firm Consumer Insights Inc., we’ve studied more than 180 brands in 
35 categories with over 20,000 customers. The research has 
helped us identify a set of brand behaviors that are shown to drive 
advocacy across categories. These behaviors are rooted in social 
psychology and the behaviors people exhibit in developing  
meaningful friendships.

We interview only customers and recent customers of the brand, via 
an online methodology. For mobile service providers, we interviewed 
those who are current customers or were customers within the past 
two years. Each survey participant rated only one mobile service 
provider brand; there are no in-category comparisons. Instead, the 
research provides a detailed assessment of the relationship between 
the customer and the brand, and the customer’s influence on 
others. In the analysis, we compare customer responses across 
brands, analyzing the data within the context of our normative 
database. This database includes durable goods, packaged goods, 
retailers, and service providers.

Our research on mobile service providers was conducted in March 
of 2008 and included Verizon Wireless, AT&T Wireless (inclusive of 
Cingular), Sprint, T-Mobile, Alltel, and Virgin Mobile.

about our research 
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Consumer confidence is down and Americans are curtailing 
superfluous spending. A recent Mintel report suggests  
consumer confidence fell a startling 38% from January 2008 
to June 2008.1 At the same time, the U.S. mobile services market 
is nearing complete penetration as Americans accelerate their 
mobile lifestyles, leaving little room for mobile service providers 
to grow through first-time subscriptions. 

Today there are 255 million mobile service subscribers—
approximately 85% of the total U.S. population.1 And since 2005, 
mobile applications have exploded into the nearly ubiquitous 
non-voice services of text, email, IM, Internet access, music 
downloads, and GPS. Today’s mobile technology provides a 
platform for real-time access to bank account and credit card 
balances prior to making purchases. It even allows one to review 
customer satisfaction ratings while browsing store aisles. 
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in a saturated market,  
advocacy is prerequisite for 
sustainable business growth

Source: 2008 Friendship  
Model Research

I have been very happy 
with Verizon’s nationwide 

cell phone service and 
customer service, when 

needed. I have encouraged 
relatives to use Verizon 

due to the compatibility of 
the plans. I have no horror 

stories to tell. Customer 
service is above par.



In an industry with high penetration rates, meeting the expectations of the existing consumer base 
is critical, since revenue growth depends on increasing the lifetime value of each customer or 
acquiring new customers from those switching from competitors. Indeed, the customer experience 
has always been important in the mobile services market; 90% of mobile phone sales are completed 
in-store due to the complexity of the purchase.1 Today, more than ever, the providers that are 
most able to deliver positive customer experiences and meet or exceed consumer expectations 
will create brand advocates. The best will reap “shareholders”—
the most influential of consumers who, as brand loyalists, will 
influence and help others navigate the complexities of choosing 
a relationship with a mobile service provider.

positive customer experience  
is the platform for advocacy

True Advocacy = % advocates - % critics

REPEAT SATISFIED

SHAREHOLDER
EVANGELIST

RECOMMENDER

MARGINAL
BUYER

DISSATISFIED 
BUYER ACTIVELY 

AGAINST

ADVOCATE BUYER CRITIC

Each customer is classified into an advocacy segment based on 
relationship and level of commitment to advocating the brand to 
others. The critics are subtracted from the advocates, while the 
ambivalent buyers are left out of the calculation, to reveal the true 
number of advocates effectively sharing the brand with others.

The 2008 Friendship Model Research found that mobile service providers have substantial room 
for improvement in fostering advocacy and strengthening friendships with their customers.  
The average True AdvocacyTM score (% advocates - % critics = % True Advocacy) for the mobile 
provider category is 13%, eight percentage points below the multi-category benchmark of 21%.2
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The average True AdvocacyTM score for mobile providers is 13%, eight percentage points below the multi-category benchmark of 21%.2



The 2008 Friendship Model Research revealed that mobile 
service providers hold adversarial relationships with consumers 
as suggested by the abnormally high percentage of critics—
23%. Overall advocacy scores for the category are low relative 
to the other categories within the study—airlines, apparel 
retailers, retail banks, personal care, and personal computers.

advocacy levels for mobile 
service providers are low
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mobile providers have many critics

mobile provider mean
cross-category mean

Of the providers we evaluated, Verizon has the strongest 
profile with the highest True Advocacy score of 40%. Not 
surprisingly, the company also has the lowest churn rate in the 
industry, 1.2% (as of Q4 ’07).3 According to Mintel, the strongest 
factor impacting a consumer’s choice of a mobile service provider 
is network quality and coverage, and in this respect Verizon leads 
the industry. The company rings true on its claim as America’s 
most reliable wireless voice—and now data—network. Since its 
formation, Verizon has invested nearly $45 billion—an average 
of $5.5 billion every year—to increase the coverage and capacity 
of its national wireless network.4 
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Mobile providers  
have many critics,  

over 50% more than 
the overall average  

for other categories.



T-Mobile connects with mediocre True Advocacy levels, 16%, 
above average for the industry and the next highest after 
Verizon. This is most likely a reflection of the company’s product 
innovation with such offerings as unlimited calling and myFaves®. 
On the opposite end of the advocacy scale, Sprint is a brand 
marked by dramatically low True Advocacy, -15%, which is the 
lowest within the category, as well as across all categories studied. 
Unfortunately, the company is not sprinting ahead, but falling 
behind, as the 2005 Sprint-Nextel merger led to a mass 
exodus of customers, to the tune of 1.2 million, who presumably 
switched to Verizon, AT&T, T-Mobile, or other providers. Virgin 
Mobile and Alltel define the category with average True Advocacy 
scores of 13%. And scoring below average with a True Advocacy 
score of 10%, AT&T is still suffering from the stigma of low 
customer service levels and poor coverage. However, we are 
interested in following the company’s anticipated upswing in 
advocacy supported by the company’s exclusive launch of the 
groundbreaking technology of the Apple iPhone. 

advocacy rates

51% 11%38% 40%Verizon

39% 26%35% 13%Virgin Mobile

38% 25%38% 13%Alltel

36% 20%44% 16%T-Mobile

31% 21%48% 10%Cingular/AT&T

44%20% 35% -15%Sprint

true  
advocacy*

criticbuyeradvocate
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[True Advocacy = % advocates - % critics]

Verizon has the most 
advocates, with a True 
Advocacy score of 40%, 
200% higher than the 

category average of 13%.

*Amounts may vary due to rounding.



Insights from the 2008 Friendship Model Research reveal that 
brands perceived to act in their customers’ behalf have 32% 
more advocates.2 The study’s True AdvocacyTM scores—the 
metric that predicts the number of consumers actively endorsing 
a brand in the marketplace—demonstrate a positive correlation 
between business growth and customer advocacy. Brands 
with stronger customer relationships receive higher advocacy 
scores and reap the rewards of positive business growth as more 
consumers grow close to the brand. For the mobile services 
market this has allowed Verizon to lead the category while 
Sprint is plagued by customer dissatisfaction and contract 
terminations. The provider’s revenue growth of -1% between 
2006 and 2007 is abysmal when compared to the mean 
category revenue growth of 10%. 

True Advocacy correlates  
with financial growth
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True Advocacy and financial growth

Brands 
perceived to 
act in their 
customers’  

behalf have 
32% more 

advocates.2
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Verizon is the only mobile service provider with positive True 
Momentum. Four brands have negative True Momentum, 
reflecting the decreasing value of their brands with customers. 
Sprint has consistently ranked last in the J.D. Power and 
Associates semi-annual ranking of the leading mobile phone 
service providers on customer care.5 Our research found that 
three times as many customers are moving away emotionally 
from the Sprint brand than are feeling attracted to it. Not 
surprisingly, Sprint’s True Momentum, -28%, is the weakest in the 
category, reflecting the dire situation confronting this provider, 
as over one million subscribers terminated their contracts due 
to their frustrations with the errors and lack of service during 
the company’s merger with Nextel. T-Mobile and AT&T are 
average for the category with negative True Momentum scores 
of -7%, indicating weakening customer relationships. Despite 
receiving the top spot in BusinessWeek’s 2007 Most Innovative 
Companies survey for its exclusive launch of Apple’s revolutionary 
iPhone, AT&T has yet to experience positive True Momentum. 
Virgin Mobile is a niche player and an extension of a maverick, 
but popular brand. As consumers’ needs extend into the feature-
rich, data-driven services, however, they will seek out providers 
that offer more than the basic wireless services that Virgin 
Mobile’s prepaid plans are perceived to offer. As data services 
surge, Virgin Mobile’s customer base is contracting and pulling 
away from the brand, as evidenced by its weak True Momentum 
score, -17%, which is slightly above Sprint.

changing their tone:  
many customers pulling away 
from wireless providers

Verizon is the only  
mobile service  
provider with positive 
True Momentum.TM 

Four brands have 
negative True  
Momentum, reflecting 
the decreasing value  
of their brands  
with customers. 
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The 2008 Friendship Model Research indicates that consumers 
are growing closer to Verizon as the company has continued 
to evolve, respond, and provide innovative products, features, 
and plans to meet consumers’ needs within today’s digital era. 
Verizon has the strongest total advocacy profile of the six 
mobile providers assessed, with the highest True Advocacy, 
40%, and the only positive True Momentum, 20%. 

True Momentum
[True Momentum = % moving toward - % moving away]

True MomentumTM indicates the future direction of a brand’s 
relationship with its customers by measuring whether  
consumers are growing closer to, pulling away from, or 
maintaining that relationship.

Sprint -28%

Virgin Mobile -17%

T-Mobile -7%AT&T -7%

Alltel 0%

Verizon 20%

growingSTAblefAding
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Similar to the chronic dissatisfaction that consumers hold in their relationships with retail banks, 
consumer sentiment toward the mobile service providers we assessed was characterized by 
relationships that are low-involvement and forced. Consumers’ relationships with mobile service 
providers are often characterized by choosing carriers based on family or employer affiliation 
rather than by their own choice. Often a plan’s contract terms result in consumers being held 
against their will due to the high cost of switching. Involuntary relationships are most prevalent; 
four of the six mobile service providers—Alltel, AT&T, T-Mobile, and Sprint—hold predetermined 
relationships that are either “forced” or “family” relationships. Alternatively, 43% of Verizon’s 
customers claim relationships similar to the “close friend” type. The Virgin Mobile brand over-
indexes at 225 with customers characterizing their relationships with the brand as more similar 
to a “fling”—a superficial friendship that does not develop into a long-term one.

customer relationships  
are often “predetermined”

Brands that achieve business 
success are characterized 
by customer relationships 
analogous to “close friend” 
or “soul mate”—friendships 
in which customers are 
true shareholders and 
evangelizers of the brand, 
propelling a positive viral 
message either through 
traditional word of mouth 
or through Web 2.0’s 
consumer-driven content. 
The importance of retention 
is loud and clear, and clearer 
still is the opportunity that 
exists for mobile service 
providers to deepen existing 
customer relationships and 
increase the lifetime value 
of each one. 

types of friendships being cultivated

Source: 2008 Friendship Model Research: Relationship Type Discriminate Analysis

forced  
relationship

default  
relationship

close friendfamily  
relationship

niche  
friend

acquaintance

new friend

soul mate
fling
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involuntary, trapped

temporary, ambivalent

close and committed



Advocacy is an earned result of the actions that brands take 
to build relationships—similar to the actions people take to 
make and maintain meaningful friendships. The 2008 Friendship 
Model Research assessed mobile service providers, airlines, 
retailers, electronics, personal care, and retail banks across ten 
actions. These ten tenets of friendship depict how friends behave 
toward one another, quantifying the contribution to positive 
customer experiences and their potential for building advocacy. 

actions that build advocacy

The path to consumer advocacy can be viewed as a hierarchy of actions, similar to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. Exhibiting 
basic behaviors like transparency, authenticity, and support is the foundation of meaningful friendships. Building on that 
foundation, a combination of empathy, shared values, and chemistry deepens the relationship. Doing things to keep the 
relationship going is more effective when basic needs are met.

actions that drive advocacy: 10 tenets of friendship

Spend quAliTy TiMe

be exCiTing

ShAre A poV

giVe More

freSh

in  
TouCh

be eMpATheTiC

SupporT TheM

be AuThenTiC

be honeST And TrAnSpArenT

build anticipation, add value, communicate

provide surprise and delight

provide value beyond the purchase

create a visceral spark or gut reaction

common lifestyle, belief system, or attitude

provide positive, immersive experiences

understand their needs, desires, and lives

be helpful, act on their behalf

original, real, and distinctly meaningful

transparent, make intentions clear
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The 2008 Friendship Model Research highlights the fact that 
the overall performance of mobile service providers, as rated 
by consumers across the ten tenets of friendship, falls short 
of the multi-category average of 100. As a category, mobile 
service providers perform better than average in the areas of 
spending quality time and communicating with customers, as 
measured by the tenets Quality time, 104, and Communicates 
with me, 102. Mobile service providers have an opportunity to 
strengthen the foundational behaviors essential for creating a 
positive customer experience and for earning and maintaining 
the respect of their customers—or risk losing customers to their 
competitors. Low scores on honesty, authenticity, support, and 
empathy are a reflection of the industry’s lack of transparency 
and overall failure to take care of customers at the most basic of 
levels, leading to relationships that lack meaning and dedication. 
With contract terms creating high exit barriers, brands slack off 
on providing value throughout the life of the contract. Providing 
consistent or increasing levels of transparency, service, and 
value over the life of a plan could increase the lifetime customer 
value and foster brand advocacy. Given the saturation of mobile 
phones, now is the time for mobile service providers to look 
at each customer as ten potential new customers.

mobile service providers send 
weak signals on friendship
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With contract terms  creating high exit  barriers, brands slack  off on providing value throughout the life  of the contract.



category tenet performance

*Cross-category Average: Average performance of brands across durable goods, packaged goods,   
service and retail brands.
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Among the six providers we examined, only Verizon excels in 
creating strong consumer advocacy, and this is highlighted by 
their performance on the core tenets of friendship—Honest and 
true, 90; Authentic, 100; Supports me, 112; Understands me, 99; 
and Quality time, 126. Delivering on a positive experience has 
enabled Verizon to develop higher-involvement relationships 
with their customers. 
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Verizon:  
setting the category tone

Cross-  
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Mobile Service Provider Mean

Verizon tenet performance

Verizon lives up to its claim 
of “operating the nation’s 
most reliable wireless voice 
and data network,” and  
consumers are signing up as 
they seek phones, plans, and 
features like VCast Music,  
VZ Navigator, and services 
with a global reach that fit 
their mobile lifestyles. 
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Verizon: Setting the category tone
Verizon lives up to its claim of “operating the nation’s most 
reliable wireless voice and data network,” and consumers are 
signing up as they seek phones, plans, and features like VCast 
Music, VZ Navigator, and services with a global reach that fit 
their mobile lifestyles. While AT&T is the only provider to offer 
the highly coveted Apple iPhone, the network and reliability  
of Verizon provide a solid foundation from which to build a 
relationship, and this has proven more influential in terms of  
a consumer’s choice than a provider’s handset offering. This 
sentiment is best articulated by a Verizon customer: “I have not 
had any problems with my Verizon service. The phone support 
and coverage are both good. I would like an iPhone, which isn’t 
available, so I might be tempted to change to AT&T—if I thought 
the coverage and speed were as reliable.”2 

delivering a superior customer experience
Recognizing that growth will be achieved through superior 
customer experience, Verizon’s service innovation stretches 
across multiple customer touchpoints, and consumers have 
confirmed their satisfaction; the 2007 J.D. Power and Associates 
Wireless Call Quality Performance Study recognized Verizon 
for highest call quality in the mid-Atlantic and N.E. region.6  
As mentioned earlier, industry-wide, the majority of customer 
contracts are handled in-store, thus the store experience is 
critical. In 2006 Verizon opened its first Verizon Experience 
store—not too different from the design-centric and experiential 
nature of Apple’s stores. The first store, and others that followed, 
includes demo bars, gaming stations, interactive and bill payment 
kiosks, product demonstrations, and customer service and 
technical support. These initiatives contribute to consumers’ 
perceptions of this provider leading in the areas of spending 
quality time and supporting them, as evidenced by the high 
scores on the tenets of Quality time, 126, and Supports me, 
112. Additionally, Verizon’s innovations—whether unlimited text 
services or future plans to allow “any apps, any device” on its 
network—reflect that it understands consumers and what they 
want, and consumers perceive this to be the case, rating them 
highest among providers on the tenet of Understands me, 99.
 

Elevating the tenets  
representative of  

honesty and excitement 
—Honest and true and 

Attractive and exciting—
to levels comparable to 

the support provided by 
Verizon would increase 

advocacy levels by 2%, or 
1.3 million incremental 

customers advocating 
for the brand.
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how will the merger of two service-oriented providers 
affect customer relationships?
Verizon’s acquisition of Alltel, expected to be finalized by the 
end of 2008, will be a marriage of two providers that seem to 
be the most customer service focused; Alltel is second only  
to Verizon on the tenets of Quality time, 117, and Supports me, 
100. It will be interesting to see what Verizon will adopt from 
an Alltel brand that is as adept at customer service and 
innovative plans as Verizon is itself. Ultimately of interest is 
how customer relationships will be affected by the merger; 
presumably the industry has learned from the complications 
that plagued Sprint and Nextel.

Advocacy and revenue growth go hand-in-hand
Verizon is well received by its 65-million-plus customer base, and 
customers feel strongly about maintaining their relationships 
with Verizon, as evidenced by the provider’s low churn rates. 
Verizon’s True Advocacy positively correlates with the provider’s 
double-digit revenue growth of 15.3% from 2006 to 2007, 
exceeding the category mean of 10%. This is particularly 
impressive considering the increasingly competitive nature of 
the market.7 Verizon needs to continue to set a higher standard, 
and we believe an opportunity exists to move more customers 
from dependent relationships with Verizon to those of share-
holders and evangelizers who promote and praise the significant 
role this brand plays in their lives. Elevating the tenets repre-
sentative of honesty and excitement—Honest and true and 
Attractive and exciting—to levels comparable to the support 
provided by Verizon would increase advocacy levels by 2%, or 
1.3 million incremental customers advocating for the brand.

Relationship Roles

158 index
CloSe friend

Cross-  
category  

Mean

Mobile  
Provider 

Mean

Verizon

21%13% 40%

True Advocacy

Cross-  
category  

Mean

Mobile  
Provider 

Mean

Verizon

7%-7% 20%

True Momentum
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Raising advocacy by 2% 
would mean an additional 
1.3 million customers  
actively recommending  
the brand to others. 



the new AT&T:  
increasing brand desire

AT&T tenet performance
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AT&T leads the largest 
wireless business in the 
U.S., yet its relationships 
with customers are poor. 
True Advocacy, 10%, 
and True Momentum,  
-7%, levels fall below 
those of providers that 
have fewer resources, 
smaller footprints, and 
fewer subscribers.
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The new AT&T: increasing brand desire
While Verizon claims the most reliable network, AT&T leads the 
largest wireless business in the U.S., yet its relationships with 
customers are poor. True Advocacy, 10%, and True Momentum, 
-7%, levels fall below those of providers that have fewer resources, 
smaller footprints, and fewer subscribers. This customer’s 
testimonial emphasizes the forced nature of the customer 
relationship: “AT&T currently fits my needs, and provides the 
services I desire. I probably would get a cheaper plan, but 
don’t want to bother with the hassle of changing. I clearly do 
not feel any loyalty to the company.”2

Traditional phone heritage still influences the brand reception
While AT&T has invested in its wireless and data services, 
expanding coverage to include an international range, Rollover 
minutes, pay-as-you-go with their GoPhone, and unlimited 
mobile-to-mobile minutes, the company still suffers from its 
heritage as a traditional phone company. Its merger with 
Cingular, a brand with a younger, more innovative image, has 
contributed to a re-energized brand image. Within the category, 
Sprint is the only provider that underperforms AT&T on the 
customer experience—a disconcerting fact for AT&T, to be sure. 
On the tenets measuring a brand’s ability to befriend consumers, 
AT&T received low scores: Honest and true, 71; Authentic, 76; 
Supports me, 90; and Understands me, 86. Following Verizon’s 
lead, in 2007 AT&T opened a 5000-square-foot mega-store in 
an effort to reposition its merged brand as the new AT&T— 
a provider that is not just a phone company, but an organization 
that “connects people with people, information and entertain-
ment.”8 This store format will eventually replace the Cingular 
storefronts. Critical to AT&T’s ongoing brand transformation 
was its exclusive launch of the Apple iPhone. The iPhone is 
contributing to AT&T breaking away from the brand’s heritage 
as a traditional phone company, as stated in a release from 
AT&T: “Within weeks of the late June 2007 iPhone launch, 
awareness of AT&T as a wireless brand surpassed the Cingular 
brand for the first time and customers recognized AT&T as the 
‘best’ or ‘one of the best’ companies in the wireless space.”9

AT&T currently fits my 
needs, and provides the 
services I desire.  
I probably would get a 
cheaper plan, but don’t 
want to bother with the 
hassle of changing. I 
clearly do not feel any 
loyalty to the company.2
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Advocacy may require more than the most innovative phone
Even though AT&T’s repositioning is off to a strong start and 
the iPhone has contributed to its new image, it is important to 
note that a Mintel study suggests that choosing a provider based 
on a particular phone model is a factor influencing only 13%  
of subscribers.1 Since the July 2008 launch of the 3G version of 
the iPhone, AT&T has experienced a near-term increase in 
subscribers. Nielsen Mobile reported, “the number of customers 
defecting to AT&T doubled between June and July and increased 
another 15% in August.”10 While this is positive momentum for 
AT&T, it is too soon to understand the effect on consumer 
advocacy. While innovation has increased the appeal of the new 
AT&T, the power of personal recommendations is especially 
critical during this intensely competitive time. Improving the 
customer experience will create the platform for reducing churn, 
building advocacy, and generating positive business growth. 
Unfortunately for AT&T, a handset cannot mask the absence 
of behaviors necessary for developing positive and enduring 
customer relationships. Exhibiting the basic behaviors associated 
with relationship building—those aligned with authenticity, 
transparency, sharing common values, and providing support—
is essential to gaining customer recommendation. Doing so could 
potentially increase AT&T’s advocacy by 4%, an incremental 
2.8 million consumers actively advocating for the brand.

Cross-  
category  

Mean

Mobile  
Provider 

Mean

AT&T

21%13%10%

True Advocacy

Relationship Roles

147 index

forCed  
relATionShip

Cross-category  
Mean

Mobile Provider Mean  
and AT&T

7%-7%

True Momentum

Raising advocacy by 4% 
would mean an incremental 
2.8 million customers  
actively recommending the 
brand to others. 
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T-Mobile tenet performance
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Closing the gap = 3% increase in advocacy, 860,000 incremental advocates

T-Mobile

Verizon

Mobile Service Provider Mean

T-Mobile: overcoming  
limited coverage

T-Mobile’s customers 
have demonstrated more 
devotion in comparison 
to the perceived “forced” 
relationships held by 
most of its competition. 
But industry-leading 
customer satisfaction 
hasn’t overcome limited 
comparable coverage.
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“We didn’t do enough  
research on where we 
would receive coverage. 
After entering into a  
contract we found out 
that we did not receive 
coverage where we needed 
it most. There were certain 
things about T-Mobile 
that we liked–the service, 
a one-year contract, and 
the rates–but due to the 
lack of coverage it was 
useless, so we switched.”2 

Mediocre Sentiment
T-Mobile, the only nondomestic carrier among the leading U.S. 
mobile service providers, is a brand to which consumers have 
demonstrated more devotion in comparison to the perceived 
“forced” relationships held by most of its competitors. T-Mobile’s 
True Advocacy is 16%, ranking it number two in the category, 
behind Verizon. In the 2008 J.D. Power and Associates Wireless 
Customer Care Performance Study, T-Mobile ranked highest 
among the five largest carriers in customer service.11 But the 
2008 Friendship Model Research reveals a mediocre customer 
sentiment, slightly on the positive side. While T-Mobile hasn’t 
disappointed in a big way, nor has its overall performance been 
extraordinary, our study reveals T-Mobile as average for the 
category, with its demonstrated capability in meeting customers’ 
expectations and earning their advocacy with transparency, 
authenticity, support, and understanding.

lack of coverage neutralized by innovations?
As one of the top providers that collectively capture 80% of 
the market share, T-Mobile has proved itself as a solid player 
that provides a clear and compelling value proposition by 
offering the latest innovations and data services — at lower 
prices. T-Mobile’s model caters to the younger audiences, as 
well as to the family segment. Plans such as myFavesSM and 
the more recent Family Allowances are features that allow 
consumers to “stick together” while minding their minutes.  
T-Mobile plans and service innovations, most likely, are initiatives 
to offset its lack of network coverage. Consumers are frustrated 
with the poor coverage, resulting in a higher frequency of 
dropped calls when compared to its competitors: “We didn’t 
do enough research on where we would receive coverage. 
After entering into a contract we found out that we did not 
receive coverage where we needed it most. There were certain 
things about T-Mobile that we liked—the service, a one-year 
contract, and the rates—but due to the lack of coverage it 
was useless, so we switched.”2 One can expect T-Mobile will 
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Cross-  
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Mean

21%16%

True Advocacy

13%

T-Mobile

garner attention with its claim to be the first provider to offer 
a phone powered by Google’s Android Software—forecasted 
by analysts to be the next industry milestone, succeeding the 
iPhone.12 Even though the provider has uniquely positioned 
itself within the family and youth segments and delivered on 
continual innovation, the core service requirement is not 
met—dependable network coverage.

reducing the impact of less coverage
T-Mobile’s overall churn, for contract and prepaid services, at 
2.8% is on the higher end. Its True Momentum score, -7%, indicates 
consumers are pulling away from the brand. Capitalizing on the 
opportunity to deepen customer relationships would contribute 
to higher advocacy and higher retention. Displaying behaviors 
associated with friendship—being authentic, sharing common 
values, demonstrating understanding, upping the chemistry, 
and spending quality time—would raise advocacy by 3%, which 
represents 860,000 additional brand advocates.

Raising advocacy by 3% 
would represent 860,000 
brand advocates.
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Virgin Mobile:  
playing a more  
meaningful role

Virgin Mobile tenet performance
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Closing the gap = 2% increase in advocacy, 102,000 incremental advocates

Virgin Mobile

Verizon

Mobile Service Provider Mean
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In contrast to the trapped 
and forced nature of  
consumer relationships with 
the majority of mobile service 
providers, Virgin Mobile 
customers do not hold such 
perceptions, but the brand has 
weak momentum: 37% of its 
customers claim to be pulling 
away from the brand.13

*Cross-category Average: Average performance of brands across durable goods, packaged goods,   
service and retail brands.



In contrast to the trapped and forced nature of consumer 
relationships with the majority of mobile service providers, 
Virgin Mobile customers do not hold such perceptions—
a byproduct, possibly, of their niche positioning within the 
prepaid segment. At 13%, Virgin Mobile’s True Advocacy levels 
are on par with the category average. Even though it received 
J.D. Power and Associates Highest Prepaid Customer Service 
award in 2006 and 2007, Virgin Mobile has weak momentum: 
37% of its customers claim to be pulling away from the brand.13 
The marketplace perceives the Virgin brand as edgy—a brand 
that challenges the status quo with its “maverick” spirit—but 
our research indicates that Virgin Mobile is most likely losing 
customers to providers that offer the more advanced data-driven 
services and family plans. The following testimonial expresses 
a consumer’s perception of Virgin Mobile’s basic services:  
“Virgin Mobile was fine for what it was… basic phone service 
with basic amenities. There was nothing fun about the phone 
or usage. It served its purpose for phone calls. I prefer phones 
that can download, surf the web, take photos, and play music. 
This Virgin Mobile was just a phone.”2

evolving their niche offering
With a virtual network, Virgin Mobile has lower operating costs, 
but as the larger providers are investing in creating experiential 
stores, this provider loses out on a valuable customer touch- 
point, scoring lowest on spending quality time with its customers. 
Virgin Mobile is left playing an insignificant role in customers’ 
lives. Since the completion of our study, stronger marketplace 
signals from Virgin Mobile suggest it is in the process of reinvig-
orating its offerings to meet the explosion of popular Web 2.0 
applications. Virgin Mobile utilizes the Facebook platform with 
its relatively new Fund My Phone application, which extends the 
reach of its popular Sugar Mama Mobile Advertising Program, a 
program in which participants earn wireless airtime in exchange 
for viewing advertisements. Launched in September 2008, the 
“Shuttle” is a handset that enables Virgin Mobile’s consumers to 
have “improved access to social networking communities and 
mobile internet sites through partnerships with Accuweather, 
ESPN, Facebook, MySpace, YouTube, Yahoo! and more.”14 
Also, the Shuttle will feature Virgin Mobile’s version of the 
friend finder, the Buddy Beacon.®

“Virgin Mobile was fine  
for what it was… basic 

phone service with basic 
amenities. There was 

nothing fun about the 
phone or usage. It served 

its purpose for phone  
calls. I prefer phones that 

can download, surf the 
web, take photos, and 

play music. This Virgin 
Mobile was just a phone.”2
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True Advocacy
redefining their niche will reestablish  
a stronger relationship
For an organization that has built successful businesses on 
bucking the trend—what is Virgin Mobile’s plan to stay relevant 
with customers seeking more advanced features than they 
perceive the provider to offer? A common sentiment among 
Virgin’s customers is: “It is easy to use as my first cell phone, but 
now I want more.”2 Integrating Web 2.0 applications into their 
service is a move that will contribute to Virgin’s reinvention; 
yet within this category neither the experiential nature of a store 
visit nor providing more than is expected, whether in service or 
offerings, can be underestimated. Virgin Mobile could find 
continued success by serving, a purpose that bigger providers 
cannot. Improving the brand’s performance on the foundational 
aspects of friendship—honesty, empathy, authenticity, and 
support—would increase Virgin Mobile’s advocacy by 2%, 
creating 102,000 additional advocates. 
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Raising advocacy by  
2% would mean 102,000  
additional advocates.



Sprint tenet performance
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Closing the gap = 6% increase in advocacy, 2.8 million incremental advocates

Sprint

Verizon

Mobile Service Provider Mean

Sprint:  
falling short of  

sprinting ahead

With the lowest advocacy of 
any provider, Sprint is being 
held back by a weak customer 
experience and a fragmented 
value proposition after joining 
with Nextel to create one of 
the largest mobile networks.
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With the exception of Sprint, all of the mobile service providers 
within our study have been experiencing double-digit growth 
in both customer count and revenue; especially as the need 
and desire for data services have increased. On the contrary, 
the merger between Sprint and Nextel did not add value for 
the customer and has left Sprint experiencing both negative 
revenue growth and weak subscriber growth in comparison  
to its competitors. The American Customer Satisfaction Index 
found that satisfaction with Sprint’s telephone service fell 
8.2% during a twelve-month period.15 This sentiment is clearly 
depicted by a frustrated customer, one of the brand’s critics: 
“At first, I chose Sprint since several of my closest friends were 
using it. Initially I was very satisfied with their service, but over 
the years, the customer service has been subpar, and I find 
myself constantly frustrated with Sprint.”2 Sprint’s customer base 
is dominated by critics. At -15%, True Advocacy levels are weak 
and more customers are pulling away from their relationships 
with the brand in a manner most similar to struggling Kmart. 
Despite the high barriers to switching, more customers are 
terminating their contracts with this provider, as indicated by 
its -28% True Momentum score—lower than any other provider.

“At first, I chose Sprint  
since several of my closest 
friends were using it.  
Initially I was very satisfied 
with their service, but over 
the years, the customer  
service has been subpar,  
and I find myself constantly 
frustrated with Sprint.”2
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repairing damaged customer relationships
Sprint is being held back by a weak customer experience and 
a fragmented value proposition after joining with Nextel to 
create one of the largest mobile networks. Our research showed 
that consumers perceive Sprint to deliver on tenets at levels 
well below category means across the board—Honest and 
true, 62; Authentic, 73; Supports me, 77; and Understands me, 
72. In response, Sprint has taken steps to innovate with its 
Family Finders personal locator services, a partnership with 
Google to improve the mobile experience, and the launch of 
the online community, buzzaboutwireless.com, intended to 
bring forward the human side of Sprint and create an honest 
dialogue about wireless technology and services. Yet, in order 
to get back on track, Sprint will need to take a holistic approach 
to evaluating its customer experience in order to repair and 
regain trust from a largely disappointed customer base.  
It will have to crystallize the positive value the brand brings to 
customers’ lives, versus all-too-common billing errors and poor 
customer experiences, whether it makes those connections 
online, on the phone, or within its stores. Elevating Sprint’s 
customer experience would lift advocacy levels by 6%, creating 
a large and much needed incremental group of consumer 
advocates—2.8 million. 
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Raising advocacy by 6% 
would mean a much needed 
incremental group of 2.8 
million consumer advocates. 



 Providers should strive to  
continually add value  
and build momentum as  
contracts progress. 

Providers should consider  
putting a higher priority  
on customer service and its  
role in marketing a brand.

Providers should consider  
transforming the retail  
experience from a sales-focused 
transaction experience to one  
of education, experimentation,  
and expertise.

Taking into consideration the industry’s high penetration 
levels, building consumer advocacy is a strategic imperative 
that will contribute to future financial growth. Every point 
of contact that a brand has with a customer is an oppor-
tunity to deepen or ruin the relationship. The Friendship 
Model emphasizes the power of brand advocates who 
generate positive word of mouth, but also highlights the 
destructive impact of dissatisfied customers—the critics—
who speak out against brands that have annoyed them or 
complicated their lives. With an average True Advocacy 
of 13%, mobile service providers have significant room for 
improvement. 

Here are three areas mobile service providers should 
consider for improvement in order to befriend customers 
and bolster their number of advocates. (1) Providers should 
strive to continually add value and build momentum as contracts progress. This honors the 
customer’s commitment and can build the relationship over time, instead of letting it deteriorate. 
(2) Providers should consider putting a higher priority on customer service and its role in 
marketing a brand. In a category with a high number of critics, the best way to build advocates 
is to be surprisingly good at resolving conflicts. (3) Providers should consider transforming the 
retail experience from a sales-focused transaction experience to one of education, experimentation, 
and expertise. Engaging owners would allow them the full advantage of knowing how to use the 
phone and understanding the range of plan features. 

Accomplishing these three imperatives will give each brand’s product, network,  
and marketing innovations more traction among consumers while increasing brand  
conversations and recommendations.

conclusion:  
treat each customer like  
10 new customers
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22squared, one of the largest independent advertising agencies (we use the term 
loosely) in the U.S., provides strategic and creative advertising services across multiple 
business verticals. It offers an empirical approach to building brand advocacy  
and specializes in communications that drive business growth by building strong 
relationships with customers.  

The number 222 represents the exponential power of brand advocacy as well as the 
average number of friends a person makes throughout his or her life. 22squared is 
located in Atlanta, GA and Tampa, FL. For more information, visit 22squared.com.

Consumer Insights Inc. is an independent research firm that specializes in custom 
quantitative consumer research. They have experience studying many types of  
industries, including automotive, package goods, financial services, government 
entities, health care, hospitality and tourism, retail, services, and utilities. 

Research conducted by Consumer Insights Inc., Troy, Michigan. Paper prepared by 
22squared. Contributors to this paper include: Editor, Brandon Murphy; Writer, Carolyn 
Kopf; Designer, Christine Miller; Researcher, Katie McCarthy.
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